DOWNING THE FRESHMAN ROMPERS

THE official opening of Technology next week marks the adding of one more dormitory to the over growing list of classes to pass through it. Those of us who choose the Institute is nothing new may not be adjusted to see a high school of at least three times the beginning another long year of work and study. To the freshman however, To read the tap life is something new, novel and fascinating, cold and mechanical as though they may at first appear. The varying from between high school or preparatory school is a long one, and the freshman who is wise to appreciate this fact is at a disadvantage in the beginning of the fall and in danger of falling by the wayside.

There is no mollycoddling, no sympathy toward the wobbling manifested within any atmosphere. Instead, the law of the survival of the fittest holds sway. Applied to the freshman, it is sudden and extensive in the exercise of its scope. He is assisted to be a man and is treated like one. He is made to depend entirely upon his own initiative. Being away from the home environment for the first time in his life, the place is one of the greatest transition points for him while. But the result in the end assumes in full measure for the human heart in the ecstasy of the realization that a true saner time one of actions which cost of construction will be somewhat in excess of the sum voted, the corporation accepted the proviso and one unit to accommodate eighty in the corridors. The freshman, however, does not enjoy this privilege. He will be chaird in our schen-e of initiat-
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